Epsilon Case Study

How Epsilon’s cafeteria saved 2400 productive hours every
month with SmartQ
About Epsilon
The leader in outcome-based marketing, Epsilon has more than 50 years of experience
providing the world’s top brands, agencies, and publishers with award-winning data and
technology.
Epsilon has its presence in multiple countries across the globe, With 60 offices and a total
strength of 8,500 employees. The Bangalore office comprises two blocks i.e, Epsilon Hub1 &
Epsilon Hub2. The total employee strength is 3000 and there are a total of two cafeterias, one
in each Hub.

Challenges faced before SmartQ:
Excessive waiting time leading to lack of collaborative time
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Overall Employee Experience : Exhausting Lunch Hour
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Epsilon’s Digital Cafeteria With SmartQ
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Mission:
Cut the queues, save time, and
increase productivity –

Digital Cafeteria

SmartQ’s initial goal was to only

“

Introducing Epsilon’s new age

SmartQ Product Suits

digitize the cafeteria to avoid taking
manual orders. However, with ground
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research,

Food ordering application linked to an

multiple
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emerged that needed to be addressed
on priority to make the digitization a
success.

Self-ordering KiosK
Placed in the cafeteria that allows

Additional goals identified:
Cut down long queues at order and

Turn all transactions cashless
Digitize operations for detailed view
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An order receiving terminal placed at
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Capture Friday orders accurately to
rely on factual insights for future
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Recharge counter
Placed at the entrance of cafeteria to
recharge using CC/DC/UPI/Wallets
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With 20 minutes saved from standing in
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employees spent this collaborative time
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Impact of the SmartQ Suite
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